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Abstract--A nonconforming finite element method is developed for approximating solutions of the 
stream function formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations for plane flows, of viscous homogeneous 
incompressible fluids, in bounded regions, with boundary conditions of adherence. Optimal order rates 
of convergence are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the stream function formulation of the two-dimensional stationary Navier-Stokes 
equations, with no-slip boundary conditions, on a bounded simply connected omain f~ ___ R 2, 
whose boundary ~gf~ is assumed to be a one-dimensional manifold of class C ~°. The equations are: 
vA2~b + R(A~k, ~b) =f in  t~; (1) 
= 0 ] (2) 
) = 0 (3) 
where A is the Laplacian, c~/ /an is the outward normal derivative of ~b on c~f~, and for appropriate 
u and v, 
R (u, v )  = u x v r - Uy Vx. (4) 
f is a given function and v > 0 is a constant, the coefficient of kinemetic viscosity. 
The standard weak formulation of expressions (1)-(4) in HZ(f~) is well-known [1]. H2(f~) is the 
Sobolev space of equivalence classes of functions whose weak derivatives up to order 2 are in L 2(t~) 
and which vanish with their first-order derivatives on c9£t. If this formulation is to be used to define 
a finite element method, then the space of elements is required to be a subspace of H02(fl). For 
piecewise polynomial function this means that the elements have to be continuous together with 
their first derivatives in [~ and satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions (2) and (3). 
The method we propose relaxes both constraints. The elements are required only to be 
continuous and are not required to satisfy the boundary conditions (2) and (3). Optimal error 
estimates in LZ(fl) are achieved. 
For examples of alternative finite element methods for the Navier-Stokes equations we refer to 
Refs [2] and [3]. 
Our nonstandard weak formulation extends the standard one by including appropriate integrals 
on interelement boundaries and on aft to compensate for the relaxations mentioned above. It is 
based on a method proposed by the first author [4] for the biharmonic equation with boundary 
conditions of type (2) and (3). 
tTo avoid further delay, this paper has been published without the author's corrections. 
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One notable subtlety lies in determining the terms to include in the nonstandard formulation for 
the convection term. It is found that in addition to the expected sum of local integrals (on each 
element), it is necessary to include nonlinear terms which transmit information about he convective 
terms across the interelement boundaries. In addition to the plausability of having such terms from 
physical consideration, their exclusion seems to pose a technical obstruction to obtaining optimal 
L 2 estimates. 
In the next section, we introduce our notation, define the nonstandard finite element method (16) 
and state the existence and convergence r sults (Theorems 1 and 2). 
Section 3 is devoted to establishing essential results and a priori estimates that will be used in 
Section 4, in which Theorems 1 and 2 are proved. 
2. THE NONSTANDARD METHOD AND RESULTS 
For a subdomain D c f~, 0D will denote its boundary, /5 = D U0D its closure and d(D) its 
diameter. 
C(D) denotes the space of continuous functions on D, and for k >I 0 and 1 <~p <<. ~, wk'p(D) 
will denote the Sobolev space of equivalence classes of real-valued functions on D, having 
generalized derivatives of all orders up to k belonging to L P(D). The norm on wk'p(D) is denoted 
by I1" II ~.,<o). In the special case p = 2, we write Wk'2(D) = Hk(D), and denote the norm by I1" II k,o, 
with H°(D) = L2(D). For simplicity we denote the inner product on L2(D) by (., ")0 and that of 
L2(OD) by ( . , . )ao.  The L2(OD) norm will be denoted by I'lao. 
H-'(f~) denotes the dual space of H[(f~), s = 1,2, and I1" II-~.~ denotes its norm. 
For u,v eHk(D), where k is a positive integer, we set 
(k  OkU 12 "~,/2 
lul, o= 00:  
For an appropriately smooth function u on/3  we define boundary operators, 
0u 
Bou = u, B~u = On' 
O 
Sou=~(au) ,  Slu=--Au, 
where Ou/On denotes the outward normal derivative of u on OD. 
The operators Bk and Sk are naturally associated via the Green's identity on D, 
I 
(Au, Av)o = (A~u, v) - Z <Sku, BkV>~o. (5) 
k=0 
Also, for u ~ HI(OD), Ou/Os will denote the tangential derivative of u on 0D. 
The Lebesgue measure on f~ will be denoted by d/~ = dx dy, and &r will denote the Lebesgue 
measure induced by d/z on any curve in ~. 
Let//h(f~) = {f~l, D2 . . . . .  tim } be a triangulation of fl, with hi = d(fl;) and h = max1 ~ i<~m hi. We 
assume that IIh(fl ) satisfies the following: 
m 




n, nnj= O, i# j  
nondegeneracy ondition, 
for some constant ~t > 0 and for all i, each straight edge L~.k of ~ is a base of a triangle 
Ti.k c fit, with 
p (Ti.k) >i oth, 
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where P(T~.k) denotes the radius of the inscribed circle of Ti.~. We note that for standard 
triangulations we would have Ti,~ = f~ when f~i is an interior triangle, i.e. d~tlqOfl = 0. 
For a peripheral triangle with one "curved side", Off* = df~ifq0f~, we have in general 
(iv) Let dial,/= d~f)O~:  and ~Vi= {J:df l i , /# 0}. There is an integer N/> 3, independent of h, 
such that t~ has at most N neighbors, i.e. 
1~1 ~< N, l<~i<<.m. (6) 
We assume that af~ has the natural orientation induced by the orientation of ate, and 
that the orientations of df~j and ~gfl* are those inherited from af~i and dfl, respectively. 
For a function u on f~, we use the notation u~° = un,. I fu E C(t~) and no ambiguity arises, 
we shall omit the superscript " i " .  
The jump in u across ~3t~i, j s denoted by 
[uL j  = u~')- uU) on df~/j. (7) 
Let t/> 4 be an integer; M~(t'l)c H~(t'l) will denote the finite dimensional space of 
piecewise polynomial functions of degree at most r - 1, on Hh([l). This M~(f0 = C(~) and, 
if Z e M~(t~), Z 0~ is a polynomial of degree at most r - 1 on f~. We shall write Mh for 
M~(f~) and assume the following standard properties: 
(v) There exists an integer 1, 2 ~< 1 < r such that for all 
u~Hl(f~)fqf i  HS(~"~i), l <<.s <~r, 
i l l  
inf ~ ~ h~llu ' i)-  ~")ll~,n, <~ C ~ h~lluC°ll~,n,, (8) 
XEMh i=l  k=O i=l  
for some universal constant C independent of hi, h and m. 
(vi) There exists a constant C > 0 independent of h i and h such that 
II z c,)II ~,n, ~< Ch ;-~- o) II z <') II 0,n,, (9) 
~'X ~ M~ and V0 ~< 2. 
Typically, with the above conditions on Hh(fl), Mh can be the space of continuous 
piecewise cubic polynomials, with r = 4, I = 2. 
Let (zu) denote the matrix 
We define the norm, 
1, i , j=  1,2 . . . . .  m. i< j  re= O, i>.j '  
II lib on I~ H4(~), 
i=l 
by 
ds mr + ~ zij (h - i I[B, vlijl~,j + h I S, v ~i) l~,j ) 
i= l  j E,A~/ 
+ k-o ~ (hm-S)lB:¢°l~r 't-h-m-S)lS:°)l~r)]}" (10) 
Qh = {v e H'(t'I): IIv lib< oo}. 
Clearly Mh c Qh and using Lemma 2.1 below, it is easy to show that H4(t'l) c Qh. 
We point out that in definition (10), ~911" ffi afl~fqaf~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  M, and is thus empty for 
interior t'li; this notation will be maintained throughout. We set 
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We use a bilinear form B] on Q, defined by 
B~(u. v) = ,=,Y' {(au('), av°))., + :~:,Y" %[<S,u('). [B,v],./)~,~ + <S!v (°, [B~ul,j)~,. 
1 
+ ),h-I([B, ul,j, [B!v],j)~n,j] + ~ [(Bk u(°, Skv(0)~n r + (Sk u(°, BkV(O)~nr 
k=O 
"k- ~h (2k- 3)(BkU(i,, Bkv,i,)o~, ]+  h-1 /~u( i '  ~/)(i) \ 
\ Os ' 0---s /mr J '  u,v~Qh, (11) 
where y > 0 is a constant o be chosen so that B] is positive definite on Mh. The form above is 
a special case of that introduced in Ref. [4] to treat linear equations involving A 2. 
We also use a trilinear form fl on Qh defined by 
1), W) = ~, t(Au(i), R(v (i), w(i)))fl i -- E "~iJ<[OlU]i,J  R(/)(i}, w(i))>oflid /l(u, 
i=1 1. je,/ff i 
and 
+ <B! u (i), R(1) (i), w(i)))~? }, u, v, w ~ Qh. (12) 
Important properties of B~, and fl are stated in Propositions 3.2 and 3.2 below. 
We note that using simple integration by parts, it can be easily seen that for ~b e H4(f~)tq H2(I)), 
(A2~k, v)n = BI(~k, v), Vv ~ Qh (13) 
faR(Ad/,d/)v d# = fl(~k, ~k, v), eQh. (14) ¥v 
Thus, from equations (13) and (14) it follows that if ~k ~ H4(fl)fq H02(fl) is a solution of expressions 
(1)-(3) then 
vB](~/,v) + fl(~/, ~/,v)=(f,v)a, Vv ~- Qh. (15) 
Henceforth, we assume that expressions (1)-(3) have a solution ~b E H4(D)NH0~(D): for a 
sufficient set of conditions, see Ref. [1]. 
This motivates defining the finite element method as follows: ~h e Mh is sought which satisfies 
vB~(~kh, Z) + B(~bh, ~kh, ;() = (f, Z)n, VZ E Mh. (16) 
Finally, we introduce the seminorm 
Ivl_2.h = sup I(V, Dnl, v~H_l(tl), 
~M~ IIx lib 
;~#0 
and note that if v ffH-l([)) then [v l-2,h < OO. 
Our main results are summarized in the following theorems. The constants ~:o, cB and cp 
appearing in Theorem 1 are those of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
Theorem 1 (Existence and Uniqueness). Let fE  H-~(fl) and y > Y0. Then there exists 
~h ~ Mh which satisfies expression (6). Moreover, 
Furthermore, if 
then ~'h is unique. 
II ~'h lib ~ Ifl-2MvcB. (17) 
(vcD 2 - c#lfl-2,~ > 0 (18) 
[] 
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We remark that condition (18) is analogous to that which guarantees uniqueness for expressions 
(1)-(3), [1]. 
Theorem 2 (Error Estimates). Let ~k ~HP(t~)f'lH02(f~), p />4,  be the solution of 
expressions (1)-(3), and ~bh E Mh be a solution of equation (16). Then, if inequality 
(18) is satisfied, there exists a C > 0 such that 
I1¢' - Chllh ~< Ch ~-2 I1~ Ilk, n, 2 ~< s ~< min(r,p). (19) 
Moreover, if v is sufficiently large compared with IIf II0.a [see expression (53)], and 
p t> r then 
and 
II ¢ - ~h II0,~ ~< Ch r (20) 
I1¢ - gJ, ll,,~ ~< Ch ' - '  []  (21) 
The proofs of both theorems are established in Section 4. 
It is clear that expression (16) yields a system of nonlinear algebraic equations. The solution can 
be obtained by Newton's method or a chord method. Convergence proofs for both methods under 
the uniqueness condition (18) are given in Ref. [5]. 
In the rest of the paper C will denote a generic onstant independent of hi, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m and 
m. 
We end this section by stating some essential a priori estimates. The proofs of the following 
lemmas are contained in the Appendix. 
Lemma 2. I. For any u e HI(Di), 
lull., <<. C(h- l l lu 2 II0.o, + Ilu II0,o, lu h,n,)- (22) 
For any u e Ht(D), 
I l u l l0~, .<C( lu l~,~+lu l~) .  [ ]  (23)  
Lemma 2.2. There exists a constant C > 0, independent of hi, i = l, 2 . . . . .  m, such 
that for any u e Hl(~i), 
Ilu IIL,(~,~ ~< C(llullg,~, lu I~,., + lu a Ira,). []  (24) 
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
I Oku 2 
_ Ox~--~y~_ , <~ C(h-t lu l$n,  +hlul$+Lo,) ,  (25) 
1=0 dt~ 
for any u ~Hk+~(f~i), where k is a positive integer. 
From Lemma 2.2 and using expression (22) we can easily derive the estimate 
II , 4 h 2 , u II,~,~o,) ~ C(h -2 II u II 0,n, + II u II l,fl, ), (26) 
for any u ~ Hl(t~). 
3. A PR IORI  ESTIMATES 
In this section we establish essential properties of B~ and ft. Two seminorms are introduced and 
several relations among the norms and seminorms are derived. These results will be needed and 
referenced in Section 4. 
Firstly, the following identity is obvious, for any u, v ~ Ht(f~): 
<u (°, v('))~, = <u('), v(%ar + 5", ~0(<[u],j, v('))~,., + <uU), [V l , j )~, j )  . (27) 
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Mh has the following approximating property. There exists a constant C > 0, independent of h, such 
that for v ~ Q, f~ H'(fl), with l <~ s <~ r, 
inf [Iv - X IIn ~< ChS-2[[ v [Is,.. (28) 
;f~Mh 
B~ satisfies the following properties of boundedness and positive definiteness: 
(i) There exists a constant cB > O, independent of h, such that: 
[e~(u, v)l ~< ~nllu lib Ilv I1,, Vu, v e Qh. (29) 
(ii) There exists ~0 > 0 such that for every ~, >/~0 there exists a constant cB = cB(y)> 0, 
independent of h, such that 
BI(Z, Z)/> c~llz lib 2, Vz e g h. (30) 
The proofs of expressions (28)-(30) are entirely similar to those of Propositions 4.1, 5.1 and 5.2 
respectively of Ref. [4], and so are omitted for brevity. 
We shall need the following seminorms: 
l uh , ,=  ,E  l Ilu~)[l~.<.,)+ Ilu~'ll.(.,)j , (31) 
{ t TM [ul,.a.,= lul4.4÷h 4 [ilu~)l144¢o,)÷llu~y) 4 (i) 4 IIL.~.,) + Ilu. I I -<j  • (32) 
i=1 
The following approximating property of Mh can be derived from expressions (24) and (8). For 
any u ~ H'([I) fq Qh, l <~ s <<. r, 
inf lu -- Z ll,4,h ~ ChS-211u I1.,.- (33) 
xEM h 
We now derive some relations among the norms and seminorms. 
First, note that for u E t4(~/) ,  
II u II0~s~, < h 11 u 2 11~4(.~). (34) 
Proposition 3.1 
There exists a C > 0 independent of h such that, VX e Mh, 
~ [iX~)l 2 C(1 + 0) 2 -2 X 2 ~.o, + l X~°l~.n,] << . It X ll~h + Oh l,.: (35) 
i= I 40 
for any 0 < 0 < 1. 
Proof Let n c° = (nl °, n~ ;)) denote the unit normal to dot pointing outwards from f~. Noting that 
(B,x~), X~))m - (AX(t), X~)n,°)m~ =(X~'), ~ X~))aa, 
and using Green's identity and the divergence theorem we have 
=¢v(o AZo))n ' _ (X~), 0 Z(')\ . (36) Iz~)ll,., 
Equation (36) and its analogue for ,,(0 2 yield Z,y ,"l 
x ~..,+I l~'"'=llaz<°ll°''+ Z~)' OsZ~)/~., - Z~)' Os e/an," (37) 
From expression (25) and the inverse property (9), we have 
• ~t~ -ii ~(t)i2 (38)  X~ ) ~< ~.. i.~ u.n, 
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and 
L ~lf~, A,y I,fl i " 03 x(l) y ~ ~h-I  ,,(0 2 (39) 
Using expressions (27), (38) and (39), and noting that [aX/Os]~j - 0 on 0D~j since X e C(D), we 
obtain, for any e > 0 
,=, 0s Y//0n, I 2ellxlJi'-2-/-, t~e ' l ' o '÷h 
Summing equation (37) over i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m, and using expression (40) and its analogue for 
,=1 Os /o~, 
the result follows by choosing e < 1/0, 2 = &/2 and 0 = 2/(1 -2 ) .  [] 
Proposition 3.2 
For any X e Mh, 
and 
Ix h.4.h ~< C Ix 11.4, (41) 
Ix 11,4 ~ CIx l.t~l/Llhl/2 II,vlll/2 (42) 
Ix I,,n ~< cIIx llh. (43) 
Proof. Using expressions (26), (9) and (34) we have 
4 (i) 4 ~ -2 4 4 h IlXxxllL,<a,)-~ch IlZxll0.o, <<.cllXxllL,<a,). 
Similar estimates can be obtained for the ~,~0 and v~0 terms in expression (32), which when used ~xy ~,yy 
in expression (32) yield expression (41) 
I ql/2 
2 (0 2 Let Z = 2., IIX~ )IIL4~n,)+ IIz, II~,)/ Q 
iffil d 
Obviously, 
I x h.4 ~< Z. (44) 
From Lemma 2.2 we have 
) i/2 
~,(0 2 
z ~ L [llz~>llo, n, Iz~)h,n, + ~ m, + llx~)l{0,o, Iz~')h~, +Iz~)Im,]~ • (45) 
i=l ) 
By expression (27), Schwarz' inequality, and expressions (25) and (9) we have 
Iz~)leo, .< C h -IIz~l~r + 5". %h-tl  2 [Xx],,l~.j Ix I1,0 
i i i  i j~,~/ 
where we have used expressions (6) and (10). A similar computation yields 
~,, ~(i) 2 z~ a,-< Cllzll~ Izh~. (47) 
i-I 
From Schwarz's inequality and Proposition 3.1 we have 
[IIx<. ') llo,n, Ix~)ll.o, + llz~)IIo,o, I z~°h,a,] -< Ix h.o(ce-211Z II~ + dh-2 IX I12~) I/2 
i=l 
.< cE - i II x II h I Z h,n + eh - ~ I X 12m, (48) 
for any 0 < E < I [E 2 = 0 of expression (35)]. 
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Using expressions (46)-(48) in expression (45), we get 
Z ~< clIzlIL/2 " ,/2 (l/2h-t/2 t.n + ] Z It.n, (49) 
for any 0 < E < 1. 
Using expression (34) we have 
h- l l z  I~x, = ~. h -I IIz~)llo:,o, + h - '  IIZ.v(i) 11o,o,2 ~< Z 2, 
i= l  
using this in expression (49) we obtain 
z ~<cllzll~/2 Iz t/2 t ,D, 
by choosing E sufficiently small. From expression (44), result (42) follows. 
Finally we prove expression (43). By applying Green's identity on each L'lg, 
Ix I~,. = ~, - (Az (;), Z('))n, + (Btx  (;), Z(°)~n,. 
i=1  
Using expression (27), Schwarz' inequality, followed by expression (22) and (9) we obtain 
I zl~,t~ ~< c IIz lib IIz IIo.,a. (50) 
Using expression (23) in inequality (50) we get 
Ixl~,. ~< cIIz lib Ix It.. + C IIZ IlL 
from which formula (43) follows. [] 
Next we consider properties of the trilinear form/3. From expression (12) it easily follows that 
/3(u, V, w) = --/3 (u, w, v) (51) 
and 
/3(u,v,v)=O 
for any u, v, w • Qh" 
Proposition 3.3 
There exist constants ct, c2 and c a such that 
I/3 (u, v, w)l ~< c, Ilu II.~.=(~)Iv h,~ Iw It.n, 
I/3(u, v, w)l ~< c2l[u lib Iv h.4.h I w h,4.h, 
and 
Vu • wz, (ta)n Ho2(fl), v, w • Q,, 
Vu, v, w • Qh, 
I/3 (u, x, n)l ~ ca Ilu Ilh IIz IIn I1~ lib. 
Proof. If u • W2'°~(f~) n H02(fi), then 
equation (1 2), 
/3(u, v, w) = ~ (au% R(v(0, w(0))~,, 
i= l  
from which expression (53) follows easily. 
By the repeated use of Schwarz' inequality we have 
I~  w(;)))a, ~< 21In II, Iv h,4 Iw 1,.4. (au('), R(v (o, 




Vu • Q~, x, , /•  Mh. (55) 
[Btu]u=0 on d~'lia and Blu =0 on 0ft. Thus from 
(56) 
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Again, applying Schwarz's inequality we have 
I~  ~/./<[BI g/I/J, R(D(i),W(O)>O~h) y 
~< Ilu Ilh ziyhlR(v (i), w(i))]~,,/]l/2 <~ C Ilu Ilhlv h,4,h Iw h,4.s, (57) 
i j 
where we have used formula (22), followed by Schwarz' inequality and expressions (6) and (34). 
By a similar argument we obtain 
I~  "~=' (B,u (o, R(v(O,w(O)>~rl<~llullhlvh,4,hlwh,4,h. (58) 
Combining expressions (56)-(58) in equation (12) we obtain formula (45). 
Finally, using expression (54) and (41)-(43), the result (55) follows. I-1 
4. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND ERROR ESTIMATES 
This section is devoted to proving Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof of Theorem I. Let P :Ms ~ Mh be defined by 
B~(P(w), X) = vBg(w, X) + fl(w, w, X) - (f, ;0, YZ e Ms. 
By virtue of expressions (29), (30) and (49) P is well-defined and continuous. Also, 
B~(P(w), w) >>. vcB IIw 112 - I f l -2,h IIx lib, 
where we have used formula (52). Thus if IIwlIh> Ifl-2,n/VCB then B~(P(w), w)>0.  Applying 
Lemma 4.1 of Ref. [6], which is an adaptation of Brouwer's fixed-point theorem, we obtain the 
existence of a ~'s satisfying P(~'s)= 0, and I1~' lib ~< Ifl-2,h/V Cn, which establishes existence and 
expression (17). 
For uniqueness, uppose ~bs and ¢,~ are two solutions of expression (16) and let ~ = ~bh -- ~b~. Then 
vB~(~,)f)+ fl(~bh,~,X)+ fl(~,~'h,X)=O, Y;f EMh. 
Letting X = ~ and using formula (46) we get 
vB~(¢, ~) + ~(~, ~/'~, ~) = O. 
Hence by expressions (30), (55) and (17) we get 
(vc, calfl-2.s~ / I1~ 112 ~< 0 
which, if formula (18) is satisfied implies ~ = 0 and we have uniqueness. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. By virtue of expressions (8) and (28), there exists ¢ e Ms such that 
I1~ - ~ I1~.,~ < ch ` -k  I1~ I1,, k = 0, 1. (59) 
and 
I1~ - ~ lib ~ ch "-2 I1¢ II. 
2 ~<s ~< min (r,p). 
Setting ( = ~b -~ and r/= ~bh- ~, we have from expression (15), (16) and (30), 
A simple computation using expression (52) yields 
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Now using expressions (55), (17) and (60) we get 
I/~(~, ~n, ~/)l ~< Cc#(vcn) -~ IfK-2,hh ~-~ II~ I1~,~ I1~ Ilh 
and 
(63) 
I#(n, q'h, n)l ~< cp(vc~) -~ Ifl2,h IIn IL~- (64) 
From expressions (53) and (59), with k = 1, 
I/~ (~', ~, rt )1 ~< C II ~ II ~,~(~)hs- 1 II~ II~,~ II ~ lib. (65) 
Using expressions (63)-(65) in equation (62) we obtain 
I#(~,¢,~)--#(qJh,~h,~l) l<<. fh~-2(l  +h)l l~lls, nllrllln+ca(vcB)-Ilfl_2,hllrlll~. (66) 
Also, from expressions (29) and (60), 
v Inl((, n)l ~< ChS-2 I1¢ II,,a 11,7 IIn- (67) 
Using expressions (66) and (67) in formula (61) and using inequality (18) we obtain 
IIn I1~ ~< Ch ~-2 I1~ I1,,,~, (68) 
which when combined with expression (60) yields 
I1~ - ~'~ lib ~< IIn lib + I1~ lib ~< Ch'-2 I1~ IIs,., 
which proves formula (19) [] 
To derive the L2(fl) estimate (20) we shall need some auxiliary results. 
From the Sobolev imbedding theorem [7], there exists a constant c' such that 
IIv IIL~) <~ C' IIv II l.., VV ~ Hl(f~). (69) 
It is known [8] that for F E Hq-4(f l)  q t> 4, there exists a unique solution u ~ nq(~)l"lH~(f~) of 
the equation 
A:u = F in f~, (70) 
Furthermore, there exist constants ?q such that 
;. IIIxllq, o <<. ~qllFIIq_a,., q >/2. (71) 
Also, for f ~ H-2(fl), it is known that [1] 
I1¢ ]12,ta ~< ~ ][fl1-2,o/v. (72) 
Let c* = 2~74(c') 2,where ?, 74 and c' are the constants that appear in expressions (72), (71) and 
(69), respectively. Let 
6(v , f )  = 1 - c*v -2 Ilfll-z,o. (73) 
We have the following 
Lemma 4.1. I f f  e L2(f~) and 6(v , f )> 0, then any solution ~b e H02(f~) of expressions 
(1)-(3) satisfies 
I1¢ Ila, n ~< ~4[v~ (v,f)] -I Ilfll0,.. (74) 
Proof. From expressions (1)-(3), (69) and (70), we have 
II~ 114,0 ~< v-z~4(ll~'xA~'y - ~'yA~,x + f II0,0) ~< v-'  ~41211~ II w,,,cn)+ IIf II0,o] 
~< V- '  ~412(C') = I1~ 112,o I1~/ll4,a -+" IIf IIo,a], 
in which if expression (72) is used we get 
~3(v,f) I1~ ll4,o ~< v-~4 Ilfll0,~, 
which gives formula (74). [] 
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We now derive the L2(fl) estimate (20). Set e = ~ -Ch  e Hm(fl), and let u be the solution of 
expression (70) with F - e. Then u • HS(fl) N H02(fl) and 
Iluliq.~<~qV -~ Ilellq-4,n, q =4,5.  (75) 
Also, by equation (13) we have from expression (70) that 
vBg(u, v) = (e, v)o, Vv • Qh. (76) 
Hence from expressions (15) and (16), and a simple calculation we get 
lie 1102,, = vBg(e, u - Z) + ~(~k, e, u - Z) +/l(e,  eh, u - X) 
-~(~,e ,u) - [3(e ,~k,u)+~(e,e ,u) ,  YxeMh. (77) 
In particular, we choose Z so that 
Ilu - Z Hh ~< Ch 2 Ilu 114,~ < Cv - 'h 2 lie II0,n (78) 
and 
Ilu - Z I1,,~ -< C h3 Ilu ll4,ta ~< Cv -lh3 lie It0,~, (79) 
where we have used expressions (28), (8) and (75). 
From expressions (29), (75) and (19), 
IvBg(e, u ...: Z)I ~< Chr lie II0,t~. (80) 
Now, using expressions (43), (60) and (68) we have 
le h,o -< IC h,n + 1'7 h.n ~< IC Ii.n q- I1'1 lib ~< Ch "-2. (81) 
Since ~k • HP(f~)NH~(t)), p t> 4, by expressions (41), (81) and (79) we get 
I1/(~b, e, u - Z) ~< C I1¢ II ~.~¢~)h'+l lie II0,~. (82) 
Next, from expressions (26), (41)-(43), (17), (33), (19) and (75) we have 
I~(e,~h,U-X)l<~ C llell, ll¢,ll, lu-zh.4,h <~ Ch~llellhllulko<~ Ch'llello. (83) 
By simple integration by parts, starting with equation (12), 
#(¢,e ,u )=~[ f  e (°A~OUdai+f  e(°R(u(°,A~b)dlt] 
i = I i r ~S  d fl i  
fo on = eA~, -~s da + e ~° E(u (°, A~k ) dl~ = e (° R(u {°, A$ ) d/t, (84) 
i=1 i i=1 i 
where we have used the regularity of ~, and u, and the fact that e • C(f~) and Ou/as = 0 on df~. 
Thus, expressions (84), (69), (75) and (74), 
I/~(~k, e, u)l ~< 2lie II0,o Ilu II w,.,¢,)I1¢ IIw,.,~o)-< 2(c'):e~v-~[5(v,f)] -2 Ilfll0,~ lie 1102,~. (85) 
Next, for the term/t(e, ~,, u), using Green's identity followed by expression (27), we get 
{ f C0e"' ]t ~, (Ae°),R(O,u))n, dl~ = ~ (e"),AR(~l,u))n, + da 
= ~ ~(e ~'), AR(~k, u))n, + )-', %[(B,e ~°, [R(~b, U)]~J )dfl~ d 
i-- I  I .  j e~/  
+ <R(~k, u), [B, e]o>~ % - <e ('), [el R (I/~, u)]u>aa,j 
- <B,R(~/, u), [e]u>0% ]t,  (86) 
where we have used the fact that both R($, u) = 0 and d/On R(¢,, u) = 0 on Of) since u, $ • H](t)). 
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Moreover, by the regularity assumptions on ~k and u, ([R(¢, u)]~j, v )mtj = 
([BiR(~b, u)]ij, v)m,j  =0 for any v ~Hl([~i), and e e C(~). Thus, from equation (86) we have 
~fnAe~i )R(~,u)d#=~{(e( i ) ,AR(d / ,u ) )o ,+~%, j ( [B le ] i , j ,R (~,u) )m,a} .  (87) 
i=  l i i=  l J ~,~i 
Using expression (87) in equation (12) and noting again that R(~b, u) = 0 on a f t * ,  i = 1 . . . .  , m, 
we get 
fl(e, ~b, u) = ~ (e ¢i), AR(f f ,  u))a,. (88) 
i=1  
Now using expressions (69), (75) and (74) in (88) we get 
I/~(e, ~, u)l ~< 8lie 1t0,o I1¢' II ~,,~o)Ilu II w~,,~o) ~< 8(c'c4v-')2 [~ (v,f)]-i IIf 110,0 lie 11o2~. (89) 
For the last term in expression (77), fl(e, e, u), note that e = ( -~/. Thus, 
fl(e, e, u) = fl(e, (, u) - fl(e, tl, u) (90) 
From expressions (54), (33), (19) and (29), 
1/3(e, ~, u)l ~< Ch 2 I1~ 114~ Iletlh Ilu 114~ < Ch" lie II0~. (91) 
A similar calculation yields 
Ifl(e, ~l, u)l ~< Ch "-2 I1~ 114,o lie lid Ilu 114,o ~< Ch2"-4 I1¢ 112,o lie II0~ ~< Ch' lie II0~, (92) 
since r t> 4. 
Combining expressions (91) and (92) in equation (90), we obtain 
1/3(e, e, u)l ~< Ch" lie II0~. (93) 
Finally, combining expressions (80), (82), (83), (85), (89) and (93) in equation (77) we obtain 
c.. IIf II0.o lie (94) 11020, lie 112.0 ~ Ch ~ lie I10,~ -t v2 _ c*llf 11-2,0 
where 
Thus, if 
c.=2774(c') 2 and c..=10(c'~4) 2. 
v 2 > c.. IIf II0~ + c. IIf11-2~, 
the estimate (29) follows. 
Now, using expressions (9) and (29) we get 
11,7111.o ~< Ch -111'7110,o ~< Ch -'  (1]( II0~ + lie 110,o) ~< Ch r- '  , 
which when combined with expression (27) with k = 1 yields inequality (21). 
(95) 
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APPENDIX  
Proof of Lemma 2.1 
Let D ,- l~ be a subdomain and ~ ~ H2(D). Then by Green's identity, 
D On 
To establish inequality (22), we consider first the case of f~ being an interior triangle. In this case, choosing the center 
• I 2 2 of the inscribed circle offt~ as an origin for a local system of coordinates, ~(x,y) = ~(x +y ) and D = fl~in equation (A.I), 
it is straightforward to see that c~/~n is just the radius p of the inscribed circle and that (~b~ + ~y2)~/~ < x/~ d(ft, ) ~< ~/'2h. 
Using these facts and the nondegeneracy ondition (iii) of fl,(~)p >I ah in equation (A.1) we get 
from which inequality (22) follows. 
In the case where f~ is a peripheral triangle, let c3 O~ = 0f~* U L~. lU L~,~, where L~,~ and L~.~ are straight sides and dD~* c 0fL 
Let ~ be a solution of 
AO=k(f~) in f~, (A.2) 
- -  = I on  Of~, (A .3)  
On 
where 
Using well-known estimates [8], ~ ~ C~(f~) and 
I1~ II ~.~tn) ~< c(t~), (A.4) 
where the constant depends only on fl, because of the special r.h.s, in equations (A.2) and (A.3). 
Now equation (A.I) may be rewritten as 
By the nondegeneracy property (iii) of/'/,(fl), there exists a triangle Ti.~ "- D~ such that L~k is a base of T~,, k = 1,2. Using 
an argument similar to that in the case where f~j is a triangle, the fact that [u I~.~ ~< [u ]'~r,~ and T~.k =--(1~, we obtain 
l u [~ ~< C(h -111ull02~ + IluH0~ luh~, k = 1 ,2 .  (A.6)  
From inequality (A.4) it follows that [Oc~/an I ~< c(Q) on L~. k, which if used in equation (A.5) together with inequality 
(A.6) gives 
[u Ihr <<- C(h -~ Ilu 1102 a, + Ilu II0~, lu h~,). (A.7) 
Using expressions (A.6) and (A.7) the result (22) follows. 
Finally, letting D = fl and ~b be a solution of equations (A.2) and (A.3), we get from equation (A.1), 
Using inequality (A.4) in equation (A.8), the restflt (23) follows• [] 
Proof of Lemma 2.2 
Without loss of generality we may assume that t~ is parametrized by 
f t (x)<y<f2(x) ,  a<x <b 
and 
gl(y)<x <g:(y), c<y<d,  
wheref~, f : :  (a, b)~(c, d), g~, g2: (c, d)~(a,  b) are continuous piecewise smooth functions. 
By a simple calculation we have for any (x, y)E Q,, 
dt,c[ ~ , ~x [uS(s' y)] ds + u2(gt(y), y) <~ 2G(y) + u2(g,(y), y), us(x ,  y) 
(A.9) 
(A.lO) 




G(y) = f~Y~ l u(s, Y)I l uy(s, Y)I ds. (A.I 1) 
d gl(y) 
u2(x, y) <~ 2F(x) + u2(x, ft(x)), (A.12) 
F(x) = lu(x, s)l lUx(X, s)l ds. (A.13) 
dfl(x) 
It follows from equations (A.11) and (A.13) that 
f fF(x)dx <~ Iluxllo~ < Ilull0~ luli~ (A.14) Ilu Ilox, 
and 
f f  G(y) dy <~ Ilu lu (A.15) II0~ h~. 
Multiplying expressions (A.10) and (A. 12), and integrating over f~ we obtain 
b 
F(x) G(y) dy dx [F(x) u2(gl(y), y) 
fo u, dp=4 f£ f l~  ) +2 f~ f~i~i' 
I/r" + u2(x, fl(x))G(y)l dy dx + u2(x, ft(x)) u2(gl(y), y) dy dx. (A.16) 
dfl(x) 
Separating the variables in equation (A.16), and using the fact that for a nonnegative function Y on (c, d), 
/ex) Y(y)dy <. (y)dy 
d fllx) 
and using inequalities (A.14) and (A.15), the result (A.9) follows. [] 
